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“Quantitative approach for asymmetric results”

How to spell Google in Russian? Yandex (or Яндекс)!

Figure 1: Yandex weekly chart - Nasdaq

The chart is a weekly one from the most famous russian search engine called Yandex, which is
listed both in Russia and in the United States at the Nasdaq. The chart is taken from the Nasdaq
one and it is in US Dollars.
The overall movement that started back at the beginning of 2013 and that saw its (temporary?)
completion in January 2014 can be seen so far as a 3 wave movement: still at this time there is no
major indication whether it is a corrective ABC or impulsive 1-5 waves structure, as you can see
my labels reflect this doubt. However what can be defined with a safe degree of comfort is that the
bullish trend is now (temporary?) over and the stock is now going into lower levels. As it is difficult
to exactly label the whole movment, also it is difficult to label the current movement as well. Is it a
retracement or an outright new bearish trend? I will try to bring evidence or give you valuable
information as to finally arrive at a conclusion.
On an Elliott Wave analysis and for the “rule of alternation” if wave 2 is gentle and not deep, then
the subsequent wave 4 will be violent and deep, and viceversa.
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Well, looking at the chart we can see that wave 2 or B has been quite gentle, long and shallow and
the current movement seems to be definitely much stronger, violent and probably deeper, so lower
level for the stock should be expected, even in a short period of time.
Last week candle is a hint of what can be expected, since it has been the widest red candle in the
last 18 months.
If it is to consider this Elliott rule, then a final target of this bearish movement will be around 30 usd
which is the 61.8% fibonacci retracementof the wace 3 or C. If this level will hold then it could be
safe to assume that we are in presence of an impulsive 5 waves structure and from this low level it
can be expected to see the stock to break previous historical highs. Target of an ending wave 5
can be anyware between 45 and 60 usd. So take a safe 50% and a duable target is around 52
usd.
If the 30 usd threshold should be violated, than the previous bullish movement has to be labelled
as an ABC corrective movement and each bounce from such low level should be considered as a
corrective pull back in a bearish trend.
It is interesting to note that the 61.8% fibo retracement corresponds to a valuable support (second
horizontal blue line). A support becomes more important as more items are found in it. Another key
level is the current one since the low of this unfinished week is both the loweside of the new
channel and the 38.2% fibo retracement of wave 3 or C. It is then expected a reaction from this
level, probably a short term one.
The new channel is simply the transposition of the height of the previous one (vertical orange line)
to the level where the stock broke such channel. Finally copy and paste one of the channel trend
line (purple line) to the bottom of the newly discovered height.
The overall bullish structure is then kept active if the stock does not break the current low at 36
usd. That would mean that it simply entered a new bullish channel, next to the old one.
If this level will be violated, then the key long term support is the 30 usd level which defines the
true nature of the previous bullish movement, either an impulsive one (with then possible new all
time highs in the future) or a corrective one (only pull backs within a bearish trend).
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Useful Links:
European Central Bank:
www.ecb.int
Bank for International Settlements:
www.bis.org
International Monetary Fund:
www.imf.org
Federal Reserve:
www.federalreserve.gov
US CFTC
www.cftc.gov

Disclaimer
Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any
securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the
information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. The writer does not undertake that investors
will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making
their investment decisions. The report should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The
value of any investment or income may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. Any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice.
The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading
in these instruments is considered risky. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. For
investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, investors should contact their local sales representative. Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not represent
valuations for individual securities or other instruments.
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